Are Democrats Less Patriotic Than Republicans?

Over the course of a generation, the far right in America has peddled a story that says conservatives love their country more than liberals. That’s patently false. But it’s worth asking: What is true patriotism?

Is it patriotic—or even conservative—to support an aggressive expansion of government power to eavesdrop?

Is it patriotic—or even conservative—to support tax and fiscal policies that let the wealthiest off the hook, put more burdens on the middle class, and create a massive debt and deficit for the next generation to clean up?

Is it patriotic—or even conservative—to throw America’s great military into wars and nation-building adventures that have flimsy justification and no definable end?

Is it patriotic—or even conservative—to despoil, for short-term profit, America’s natural resources and rob our children of their rightful bounty?

We’re Democrats, and we’ve written a little book about the moral code of patriotism. We believe that true patriotism belongs to neither party—but that there are false patriots in both. We believe that true patriotism means progress, pragmatism, and country above self. And we think there are conservatives who would agree. What do you believe?

Read The True Patriot. Join the conversation at truepat.org.